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1 Introduction

This document lists the approved changes to the OASIS Standard OSLC PROMCODE Version 1.0 [OSLC-PROMCODE-v1.0-OS], a multi-part specification consisting of the following components:


There are no changes to the published documents (Part 1: Specification, Part 2: Vocabulary, and Part 3: Constraints). Changes have been made only to the two machine-readable “turtle” files (promcode-vocab.ttl and promcode-shapes.ttl).

1.1 Description of changes

After the PROMCODE specification was approved as OS, the members of the OSLC PROMCODE TC worked with OSLC Open Project team to include two machine-readable files (promcode-shapes.ttl and promcode-vocab.ttl) in their GitHub repository, as all such machine-readable files are made available from the OSLC Open Project. In doing so, we had to make a few editorial modifications to these files to meet the strict requirement of the OSLC Open Project.

Three kinds of modifications to the machine-readable files were needed:

1. Changes to the approved date, and the status of specification, from CS03 to OS.
2. Changes to some URLs to reference the specification documents in the official site of OASIS library.
3. Eliminating blank characters immediately before the end of string enclosed by “…” . Also, eliminating a new line character within a string enclosed in “…” . A tool to check the format, called Shape checker, produced a number of warnings without these modifications, and the OSLC Open Project required the warnings to be eliminated.

All the changes made are purely editorial and therefore non-material.

1.2 Scope of changes

The only approved changes are to the two machine-readable files, promcode-shapes.ttl and promcode-vocab.ttl.

The corrected machine-readable files are linked in the section "Additional artifacts" on the title page.
2 Conformance

1. The conformance requirements stated in the OASIS Standard OSLC PROMCODE Version 1.0 [OSLC-PROMCODE-v1.0-OS] are not changed in any way by the publication of this Errata document.
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